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"There's a fine line between reality and fantasy and all it takes is the right amount of desire to cross that
line." Jessi has it all, success, money and a corner office with a view. The only thing she doesn't have is
the right man. But when a wrong turn lands her at the welcome mat of the Silk Stocking Inn, and in the
arms of hot handyman, Grayson, Jessi's well-planned life is turned upside down . . . both in and out of bed.
Jessi is about to get a tasty sample of love, erotic fantasies and red velvet cupcakes. (Recipe is included!)
Other books in the series (each story is a standalone): Built & Badass Rough & Ready Cocky & Captivating
Strong & Seductive *previously titled Red Velvet*
Winner of the 1921 Nobel Prize for Literature, Anatole France was a French poet, journalist and novelist,
whose works were celebrated for their nobility of style and profound human sympathy. For the first time
in publishing history, this comprehensive eBook presents France’s complete fictional works, with
numerous illustrations, many rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material.
(Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to France’s life and works * Concise introductions
to the novels and other texts * ALL 16 novels, with individual contents tables * Images of how the books
were first published, giving your eReader a taste of the original texts * All the novels, including all four
volumes of A CHRONICLE OF OUR OWN TIMES, available in no other collection * Excellent formatting of
the texts * All the shorter fiction, with rare tales appearing here for the first time in digital print * Special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the poetry and the short stories * Easily locate the
poems or short stories you want to read * Includes France’s seminal historical study of Joan of Arc *
Special criticism section, with 8 essays and articles evaluating France’s contribution to literature *
Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Novels THE CRIME
OF SYLVESTRE BONNARD THE ASPIRATIONS OF JEAN SERVIEN HONEY-BEE THAÏS AT THE SIGN OF THE
REINE PÉDAUQUE THE OPINIONS OF JEROME COIGNARD THE RED LILY A CHRONICLE OF OUR OWN TIMES
I: THE ELM-TREE ON THE MALL A CHRONICLE OF OUR OWN TIMES II: THE WICKER-WORK WOMAN A
CHRONICLE OF OUR OWN TIMES III: THE AMETHYST RING A CHRONICLE OF OUR OWN TIMES IV: MONSIEUR
BERGERET IN PARIS A MUMMER’S TALE THE WHITE STONE PENGUIN ISLAND THE GODS ARE ATHIRST THE
REVOLT OF THE ANGELS The Shorter Fiction JOCASTA AND THE FAMISHED CAT BALTHASAR AND OTHER
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WORKS MOTHER OF PEARL THE WELL OF SAINT CLARE CLIO CRAINQUEBILLE, PUTOIS, RIQUET AND OTHER
PROFITABLE TALES THE MERRIE TALES OF JACQUES TOURNEBROCHE THE SEVEN WIVES OF BLUEBEARD
AND OTHER MARVELLOUS TALES CHILD LIFE IN TOWN AND COUNTRY MISCELLANEOUS STORIES The Short
Stories LIST OF SHORT STORIES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST OF SHORT STORIES IN ALPHABETICAL
ORDER The Plays CRAINQUEBILLE THE COMEDY OF A MAN WHO MARRIED A DUMB WIFE COME WHAT MAY
The Poetry LIST OF POETICAL WORKS The Non-Fiction THE LIFE OF JOAN OF ARC The Criticism ANATOLE
FRANCE — 1904 by Joseph Conrad ANATOLE FRANCE by Arnold Bennett HOMAGE TO ANATOLE FRANCE by
John Galsworthy ANATOLE FRANCE by John Cowper Powys ANATOLE FRANCE by Robert Lynd THE WISDOM
OF ANATOLE FRANCE by John Middleton Murry ANATOLE FRANCE by George Brandes ANATOLE FRANCE by
Winifred Stephens Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles
"Only your heart can lead you to a happy ending." Emmie loves her dream job as head librarian, even if
her days are a little too quiet and her work shoes are a bit too sensible. When she yearns for something
slightly more dangerous and considerably less sensible for her love life, she breaks off with her snobbish
bore of a boyfriend and finds herself inexplicably on the doorstep of the Silk Stocking Inn. When she
meets Beck, the massively built, tattooed biker, who is staying across the hall, Emmie wonders if she's
stepped too far out of her sensible life or if she's found just what she was looking for. *Decadent Salted
Caramel cupcake recipe included!* Other books in the series (each story is a standalone): Hot & Handy
Rough & Ready Cocky & Captivating Strong & Seductive *previously titled Salted Caramel*
Baldwin's Guide to Inns of Mississippi
St. Nicholas
Montana Adventure Guide
KATY CARR - Complete Illustrated Series: What Katy Did, What Katy Did at School, What Katy Did Next,
Clover, In the High Valley & Curly Locks
Plays
Beginning in 1928, the Grenfell Mission sent out a call to socialites: "When your stockings run, let them run to Labrador!" The creative
recycling of tattered stockings is just one of many innovations that made Grenfell hooked mats highly collectible folk art. In Silk Stocking
Mats, Paula Laverty chronicles the development of a local craft into an internationally acclaimed art form. For generations Newfoundland
women had augmented their family's unreliable fishing income with a matting season in February and March. Through the Grenfell
Mission's Industrial Department, set up in 1906 to help develop cottage industries, the mat industry became an increasingly important
source of income, reaching peak production in the late 1920s and early 1930s. The mats became renowned for their exquisite design,
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meticulous craftsmanship, and distinctive images chronicling life in the north. Silk Stocking Mats draws on personal interviews with older
women who recall creating the mats, hundreds of archival documents, and careful examination of countless Grenfell hooked mats.
Laverty's book is beautifully illustrated with photographs and descriptions, including rare and unusual mat designs.
Now in its 24th year, this B&B connoisseurs favorite presents the great boutique accommodations of the world. From upscale guesthouses
to country inns, each establishment has been hand selected for its special touches and exceptional features, making this a guide that no
traveler should be without.
This unique and meticulously edited collection of Rafael Sabatini's complete works includes: Scaramouche Series:̲x000D̲
Scaramouche̲x000D̲ Scaramouche the King-Maker̲x000D̲ Captain Blood Series:̲x000D̲ Captain Blood̲x000D̲ Captain Blood
Returns̲x000D̲ The Fortunes of Captain Blood̲x000D̲ Novels:̲x000D̲ The Lovers of Yvonne̲x000D̲ The Tavern Knight̲x000D̲
Bardelys the Magnificent̲x000D̲ The Trampling of the Lilies̲x000D̲ Love-at-Arms̲x000D̲ The Shame of Motley̲x000D̲ St. Martin's
Summer̲x000D̲ Mistress Wilding̲x000D̲ The Lion's Skin̲x000D̲ The Strolling Saint̲x000D̲ The Gates of Doom̲x000D̲ The Sea
Hawk̲x000D̲ The Snare̲x000D̲ Fortune's Fool̲x000D̲ The Carolinian̲x000D̲ Bellarion the Fortunate̲x000D̲ The Nuptials of
Corbal̲x000D̲ The Hounds of God̲x000D̲ The Romantic Prince̲x000D̲ The King's Minion̲x000D̲ The Black Swan̲x000D̲ The
Stalking Horse̲x000D̲ Venetian Masque̲x000D̲ Chivalry̲x000D̲ The Lost King̲x000D̲ The Sword of Islam̲x000D̲ The Marquis of
Carabas̲x000D̲ Columbus̲x000D̲ King in Prussia̲x000D̲ The Gamester̲x000D̲ Short Stories:̲x000D̲ The Justice of the
Duke:̲x000D̲ The Honour of Varano̲x000D̲ The Test̲x000D̲ Ferrante's jest̲x000D̲ Gismondi's wage̲x000D̲ The Snare̲x000D̲ The
Lust of Conquest̲x000D̲ The pasquinade̲x000D̲ The Banner of the Bull:̲x000D̲ The Urbinian̲x000D̲ The Perugian̲x000D̲ The
Venetian̲x000D̲ Turbulent Tales:̲x000D̲ The Kneeling Cupid̲x000D̲ By Ancient Custom̲x000D̲ The Scapulary̲x000D̲ The
Remedy̲x000D̲ The Constable of Chard̲x000D̲ The Catchpoll̲x000D̲ Loaded Dices̲x000D̲ Casanova's Alibi̲x000D̲ The Open
Door̲x000D̲ The Lord of Time̲x000D̲ The Death-mask̲x000D̲ The Alchemical Egg̲x000D̲ The Ghost of Tronjolly̲x000D̲ The Luck of
Capoulade̲x000D̲ The Passport̲x000D̲ The Recoil̲x000D̲ Other Stories:̲x000D̲ The Red Mask̲x000D̲ The Curate and the
Actress̲x000D̲ The Fool's Love Story̲x000D̲ The Sacrifice̲x000D̲ The Spiritualist̲x000D̲ Mr. Dewbury's Consent̲x000D̲ The Baker
of Rousillon̲x000D̲ Wirgman's Theory̲x000D̲ The Abduction̲x000D̲ Monsieur Delamort̲x000D̲ The Foster Lover̲x000D̲ The
Blackmailer̲x000D̲ The Justice of the Duke̲x000D̲ The Ordeal̲x000D̲ The Tapestried Room̲x000D̲ The Wedding Gift̲x000D̲ The
Camisade̲x000D̲ In Destiny's Clutch̲x000D̲ The Kings Messenger̲x000D̲ The Vicomte's Wager̲x000D̲ Sword and Mitre̲x000D̲ The
Dupes̲x000D̲ The Malediction̲x000D̲ The Red Owl̲x000D̲ Out of the Dice Box̲x000D̲ The Marquis' Coach̲x000D̲ Tommy̲x000D̲
The Lottery Ticket̲x000D̲ Drama:̲x000D̲ The Tyrant̲x000D̲ Historical Works:̲x000D̲ The Life of Cesare Borgia̲x000D̲ Torquemada
and the Spanish Inquisition̲x000D̲ The Historical Nights' Entertainment ‒ First Series̲x000D̲ The Historical Nights' Entertainment ‒
Second Series ̲x000D̲ The Historical Nights' Entertainment ‒ Third Series
Miscellaneous and lexicographical, vol. 7
Explorer's Guide North Florida & the Panhandle (Third Edition) (Explorer's Complete)
Hooked Mats of the Grenfell Mission
MacMillan's Magazine
Hot Buttered Rum
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"Every story needs a happy ending." An irresistibly sweet and wickedly sexy standalone tale from bestselling authors Tess Oliver
and Anna Hart. Ginger, a successful engineer by day and steamy romance writer by night, has everything she could ever want . . .
well almost everything. Her own story is missing a crucial part -the swoon-worthy hero who will lead to happily ever after. In the
real world, the world outside the fantastical Silk Stocking Inn, Ginger never allows men to control her. But once she crosses the
threshold of the magical inn and meets the incredibly handsome and slightly rogue Captain Turner, Ginger wants nothing more
than to be his captive, his plaything. Is Turner the man who will finally give Ginger that elusive happy ending? Warning: A stay at
the Silk Stocking Inn is nothing short of magical. Your deepest, dirtiest fantasies will come true.
"The Old Inns of Old England" in 2 volumes is a detailed and picturesque account of the ancient and storied hostelries of England
written by the English author and illustrator Charles George Harper. Table of Contents. Volume 1: Introductory The Ancient History
of Inns General History of Inns The Eighteenth Century Latter Days Pilgrims' Inns and Monastic Hostels Historic Inns Inns of Old
Romance Pickwickian Inns Dickensian Inns Highwaymen's Inns Volume 2: A Posy of Old Inns The Old Inns of Cheshire Inns
Retired from Business Inns with Relics and Curiosities Tavern Rhymes and Inscriptions The Highest Inns in England Gallows Signs
Signs Painted by Artists Queer Signs in Quaint Places Rural Inns The Evolution of a Country Inn Ingle-nooks Innkeepers' Epitaphs
Inns with Odd Privileges Inns in Literature Visitors' Books
Texas Off the Beaten Path features the things travelers and locals want to see and experience––if only they knew about them. From
the best in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales, Texas Off the Beaten Path
takes the reader down the road less traveled and reveals a side of Texas that other guidebooks just don't offer.
Hot & Handy
THE MIRROR OF LITERATURE AMUSEMENT , AND INSTRUCTION : VOL V
The Complete Guide to Bed and Breakfast, Inns and Guesthouses in the U. S. A. , Canada and Worldwide
Strong & Seductive
More Minnesota Mornings and Beyond

The most comprehensive guide to the Sunshine State's northwest region Welcome to the quieter side of Florida. The northwest has it
all—prime Gulf Coast vacation spots, powdery quartz beaches, unexpected waterfalls, and historic downtown areas across the
Panhandle. Florida's history runs deepest here, from prehistoric settlements at Cedar Key and along the Aucilla River to the Spanish
colonies at Pensacola and St. Augustine. Sandra Friend and John Keatley show readers the best of their state's natural wonders and
historic sights, the seafood restaurants most worth your time, the most unique lodgings, and a beach for everyone, whether you're
seeking serenity or a busy social scene. As with every Explorer's Guide, you'll get the latest, most thoroughly researched
recommendations for everything from eating, sleeping, exploring, local festivals, transportation options, and much more. Full color
photographs bring the destination alive, while color maps and clear, concise directions guide you in your travels. Now in its third
edition, this guide is indispensable for any vacationer hoping to enjoy the region to its fullest.
A sexy standalone filled with snow flurries, seduction and an irresistible alpha . . . not to mention the incredibly decadent sugarplum
cupcakes. (Yes, the recipe is included!) Jen has made her mark in the tech world, she's created a successful life for herself but she's
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sorely lacking one important thing-Passion. Jen's on her way to a weekend work retreat when she finds herself lost and her car
impossibly lodged in a snowbank. When the hulking and breathtakingly handsome forest ranger, Holt, comes to her rescue Jen is
transported to a truly magical winter wonderland where fantasies become realities. Despite the subzero temperatures outside, the
sparks begin to fly within the walls of the Silk Stocking Inn. Approximately 30,000 words Intended for readers 18+ Silk Stocking Inn
Series (can be read in any order): Red Velvet Salted Caramel Mocha Latte Hot Buttered Rum Sugarplum
"Sometimes you've got to look to your past to find your future." A deliciously sexy cowboy romance from two bestselling authors. After
a tragic childhood, Rebecca now has everything she needs for happiness, a great job as producer on a popular kid's show and a loving
fiancé, Nate, her long time college sweetheart. But when her relationship takes a bad turn, she once again finds herself trying to cope
with heartbreak and disappointment. When a wrong turn takes her to the door of the Silk Stocking Inn, Rebecca meets Jackson, a
sweet talkin' cowboy with a mesmerizing green gaze and just enough swagger to warm her heart and . . . a few other places too. Other
books in the series (each book is a standalone): Hot & Handy Built & Badass Cocky & Captivating Strong & Seductive *Previously
titled Mocha Latte*
Sugarplum
Horda Angel-cynnan: Or a Compleat View of the Manners, Customs ... of the Inhabitants of England, from the Arrival of the Saxons,
Till the Reign of Henry the Eighth (etc.)
The Old Inns of England (Vol. 1&2)
The Complete Short Stories of Guy de Maupassant
Adventure Classics, Novels, Short Stories, Plays and Historical Books

John Buchan’s ‘shocker’ adventure novels have entertained readers for over a century and now, for the first time in
publishing history, readers can explore the author’s complete fictional works in a single collection. This comprehensive
eBook presents numerous illustrations, rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version
2) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Buchan’s life and works * Concise introductions to the novels and other
texts * ALL 29 novels, with individual contents tables * Special series contents table for the Richard Hannay and Dickson
McCunn novels * Even includes rare works, like the children’s novel THE MAGIC WALKING-STICK and the author’s
last novel THE LONG TRAVERSE, appearing here for the first time * Images of how the books were first printed, giving
your eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the novels and other works * Several novels are
illustrated with their original artwork * Special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the poetry and the short
stories * Easily locate the poems or short stories you want to read * The complete short stories and poetry, fully indexed
in chronological order * Includes a selection of Buchan’s non-fiction, including his celebrated biographies on Sir Walter
Scott, Lord Minto and King George V * Features Buchan’s rare autobiography, published shortly after his death – explore
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Buchan’s literary life * Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres * UPDATED with 7 nonfiction works and corrected texts CONTENTS: The Richard Hannay Series The Dickson McCunn Trilogy The Edward
Leithen Novels The Novels Sir Quixote of the Moors (1895) John Burnet of Barns (1898) A Lost Lady of Old Years (1899)
The Half-Hearted (1900) A Lodge in the Wilderness (1906) Prester John (1910) The Power-House (1913) The ThirtyNine Steps (1915) Salute to Adventurers (1915) Greenmantle (1916) Mr Standfast (1919) The Path of a King (1921)
Huntingtower (1922) Midwinter (1923) The Three Hostages (1924) John Macnab (1925) The Goddess from the Shades
(1926) Witch Wood (1927) The Magic Walking-Stick (1927) The Courts of the Morning (1929) Castle Gay (1930) The
Blanket of the Dark (1931) The Gap in the Curtain (1932) A Prince of the Captivity (1933) The Free Fishers (1934) The
House of the Four Winds (1935) The Island of Sheep (1936) Sick Heart River (1941) The Long Traverse (1941) The
Short Stories The Short Stories of John Buchan The Poetry The Poetry of John Buchan The Non-Fiction The African
Colony (1903) Preface to ‘The German Fury in Belgium’ (1917) by L. Mokveld The Battle of the Somme: Second Phase
(1917) A Book of Escapes and Hurried Journeys (1922) The Last Secrets (1923) Days to Remember (1923) Lord Minto
(1924) Montrose (1928) Sir Walter Scott (1932) Oliver Cromwell (1934) Men and Deeds (1935) The King’s Grace (1935)
The Interpreter’s House (1938) The Autobiography Memory Hold-The-Door (1940)
Over the past 50 years I have been to numerous big cities, small towns and driven a lot of back roads. Included in this
collection are stories from a lot of places with my own peculiar observations. Long rides. Historic sites. Museums. Good
food. Enjoy.
"The Old Inns of Old England" in 2 volumes is a detailed and picturesque account of the ancient and storied hostelries of
England written by the English author and illustrator Charles George Harper. This carefully crafted e-artnow ebook is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents._x000D_ Volume 1:_x000D_
Introductory_x000D_ The Ancient History of Inns_x000D_ General History of Inns_x000D_ The Eighteenth
Century_x000D_ Latter Days_x000D_ Pilgrims' Inns and Monastic Hostels_x000D_ Historic Inns_x000D_ Inns of Old
Romance_x000D_ Pickwickian Inns_x000D_ Dickensian Inns_x000D_ Highwaymen's Inns_x000D_ Volume 2:_x000D_
A Posy of Old Inns_x000D_ The Old Inns of Cheshire_x000D_ Inns Retired from Business_x000D_ Inns with Relics and
Curiosities_x000D_ Tavern Rhymes and Inscriptions_x000D_ The Highest Inns in England_x000D_ Gallows
Signs_x000D_ Signs Painted by Artists_x000D_ Queer Signs in Quaint Places_x000D_ Rural Inns_x000D_ The
Evolution of a Country Inn_x000D_ Ingle-nooks_x000D_ Innkeepers' Epitaphs_x000D_ Inns with Odd Privileges_x000D_
Inns in Literature_x000D_ Visitors' Books
Delphi Complete Works of Anatole France (Illustrated)
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A Picturesque Account of the Ancient and Storied Hostelries of England (Complete Edition: Vol. 1&2)
A Monthly Magazine for Boys and Girls
Built & Badass
Rafael Sabatini: Complete Works
A master of French Naturalism, the nineteenth century novelist Alphonse Daudet is chiefly remembered today as the author of sentimental tales
of provincial life in the south of France. Unlike his fellow Naturalists, Daudet upheld that the world in its diversity was misrepresented by
novelists that concentrated only on its bleaker aspects. He is celebrated for his objective interest in external detail, as well as his
compassionate personality and his reverence for the mystery of all things and individuals. Daudet tempers his satire with pity, drawing
comparisons in style to the works of Dickens and Maupassant. For the first time in publishing history, this eBook presents Daudet’s complete
fictional works, with numerous illustrations, rare texts, informative introductions and bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with
images relating to Daudet’s life and works * Concise introductions to the novels and other texts * All 16 novels, with individual contents tables *
Features many rare novels appearing for the first time in digital publishing * Images of how the books were first published, giving your eReader
a taste of the original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts * Rare short stories available in no other collection * Special chronological and
alphabetical contents tables for the short stories * Easily locate the stories you want to read * Includes a selection of Daudet’s rare non-fiction –
available in no other collection * Features the memoir penned by the author’s son – discover Daudet’s literary life * Ordering of texts into
chronological order and genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Tartarin
Trilogy Tartarin of Tarascon (1872) Tartarin on the Alps (1885) Port Tarascon (1890) The Novels Little What’s-His-Name (1868) Artists’ Wives
(1874) Fromont and Risler (1874) Jack (1876) The Nabob (1877) Kings in Exile (1879) Numa Roumestan (1880) The Evangelist (1883)
Sappho (1884) The Immortal (1888) Rose and Ninette (1892) The Little Parish Church (1895) The Support of the Family (1898) The Shorter
Fiction Letters from My Mill (1869) The Monday Tales (1873) Robert Helmont (1874) La Belle Nivernaise (1886) The Siege of Berlin (1891)
Arlatan’s Treasure (1897) La Fedor (1897) The Short Stories List of Short Stories in Chronological Order List of Short Stories in Alphabetical
Order The Non-Fiction Letters to an Absent One (1871) Between the Flies and the Footlights (1894) The Memoir Memoir (1898) by Léon
Daudet Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook as a Parts Edition of
individual eBooks
What Katy Did is a children's book which follows the adventures of a twelve-year-old American girl, Katy Carr, and her family who live in the
fictional lakeside Ohio town of Burnet in the 1860s. Katy is a tall untidy tomboy, forever getting into scrapes but wishing to be beautiful and
beloved. When a terrible accident makes her an invalid, her illness and four-year recovery gradually teach her to be as good and kind as she
has always wanted. Two sequels follow Katy as she grows up: What Katy Did at School and What Katy Did Next. Two further sequels relating
the adventures of Katy's younger siblings were also published—Clover and In the High Valley. Also their father, Dr. Carr, a hard working doctor
feature in a short story titled "Curly Locks" thus completing the entire Carr Family Chronicle. Susan Coolidge, pen name of Sarah Chauncey
Woolsey (1835–1905), was an American children's author who is best known for her Katy Carr Series. The fictional Carr family of this series
was modeled after Woolsey's own family and the protagonist Katy Carr was inspired by Woolsey herself; while the brothers and sisters "Little
Carrs" were modeled on her four younger siblings.
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"There's a fine line between reality and fantasy and all it takes is the right amount of desire to cross that line." Coco, owner of the Silk Stocking
Inn An erotic confection from bestselling authors Tess Oliver & Anna Hart. Jessi has it all, success, money and a corner office with a view. The
only thing she doesn't have is the right man. But when a wrong turn lands her at the welcome mat of the Silk Stocking Inn, and in the arms of
hot handyman, Grayson, Jessi's well-planned life is turned upside down . . . both in and out of bed. Jessi is about to get a tasty sample of love,
erotic fantasies and red velvet cupcakes. Red Velvet is a standalone book, and the first book in the Silk Stocking Inn series. **Intended for
readers 18+**
Salted Caramel
Cocky & Captivating
The Mirror of Literature, Amusement, and Instruction
Delphi Complete Paintings of William Hogarth (Illustrated)
Total Tripping

Red VelvetCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
The Father of English painting, William Hogarth aspired to an art that would engage and
delight ordinary citizens, rather than educated connoisseurs and critics, whom he
despised. He achieved this ambition by creating a new type of painting, a comic striplike series of pictures called ‘modern moral subjects’. Famous examples such as ‘A
Harlot's Progress’, ‘A Rake's Progress’ and ‘Marriage A-la-Mode’ were reproduced en masse
as popular engravings and were accessible to all. His work also provided a visual
influence to the satirical works of England’s great men of letters. More importantly,
Hogarth’s extraordinary achievement of securing a Copyright Act would benefit countless
artists in all media to the present day. Delphi’s Masters of Art Series presents the
world’s first digital e-Art books, allowing readers to explore the works of great artists
in comprehensive detail. This volume presents Hogarth’s complete paintings in beautiful
detail, with concise introductions, hundreds of high quality images and the usual Delphi
bonus material. (Version 1) * The complete paintings of William Hogarth – hundreds of
images, fully indexed and arranged in chronological and alphabetical order * Includes
reproductions of rare works * Features a special ‘Highlights’ section, with concise
introductions to the masterpieces, giving valuable contextual information * Enlarged
‘Detail’ images, allowing you to explore Hogarth’s celebrated works in detail, as
featured in traditional art books * Hundreds of images in colour – highly recommended for
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viewing on tablets and smartphones or as a valuable reference tool on eReaders * Special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the paintings * Easily locate the
artworks you wish to view * Includes a wide selection of Hogarth’s prints – explore the
artist’s varied works * Hogarth’s treatise of art: ‘The Analysis of Beauty’ * A special
criticism section, with eight seminal essays exploring Hogarth’s contribution to the
development of British art * Features four bonus biographies – immerse yourself in
Hogarth’s world CONTENTS: The Highlights Masquerades and Operas (1724) Emblematical Print
on the South Sea Scheme (1724) Conversation Piece (c. 1731) A Harlot’s Progress (1731) A
Rake’s Progress (1734) Self Portrait (1735) Jesus at the Pool of Bethesda (1737) Four
Times of the Day (1738) Portrait of Thomas Coram (1740) Marriage à-la-mode (1745) The
Painter and his Pug (1745) David Garrick as Richard III (1745) The Shrimp Girl (c. 1745)
The Gate of Calais or O, the Roast Beef of Old England (1748) Beer Street and Gin Lane
(1751) Sigismunda Mourning over the Heart of Guiscardo (1759) Credulity, Superstition and
Fanaticism (1762) The Paintings The Complete Paintings Alphabetical List of Paintings The
Prints List of Prints The Book The Analysis of Beauty (1753) The Criticism Preface to
‘Joseph Andrews’ (1742) by Henry Fielding Letter to George Montagu, Esq. (1761) by Horace
Walpole Characters of Hogarth (1765) by Horace Walpole On the Genius and Character of
Hogarth (1811) by Charles Lamb Hogarth, Smollett, and Fielding (1853) by William
Makepeace Thackeray Hogarth’s Works: First Series (1874) by John Ireland and John Nichols
Hogarth and His Time (1877) by James Parton Hogarth’s Sigismunda (1892) by Austin Dobson
The Biographies Biographical Anecdotes of William Hogarth (1785) by John Nichols William
Hogarth (1900) by Austin Dobson Hogarth (1912) by Arthur St. John Adcock Hogarth by
(1913) C. Lewis Hind Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of
exciting titles or to buy the whole Art series as a Super Set
Montana offers a wealth of outdoor fun for the active traveler, from skiing and
snowmobiling to fly fishing and horseback riding. With stunning scenery and colorful
history, the state is one of the most appealing in the US. And the best part: it's rarely
crowded!
Delphi Complete Works of Alphonse Daudet (Illustrated)
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A complete system of geography, ancient and modern; comprising a full description of the
world, physical, political, and historical ... Including the most recent discoveries, and
the latest territorial arrangements. Compiled and arranged by F. G. Tomlins
Silk Stocking Mats
Macmillan's Magazine
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana; Or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge on an Original Plan
Comprising the Twofold Advantage of a Philosophical and an Alphabetical Arrangement, with
Appropriate Engravings Edited by Edward Smedley, Hugh James Rose, Henry John Rose
A complete update to the one and only true guide to Arkansas In this, the second edition to the only
comprehensive travel guide to Arkansas, Jana Wood covers all the attractions well- known and little- known in
“the Natural State.” A land rich in history and nature, Arkansas is home to the only public diamond mine in the
world, the first federally protected river, and the first national park. From the Ozarks to the Mississippi Delta,
this book offers complete coverage of towns large and small, along with a wealth of information on local history
and the state’s 52 state parks. As with all Explorer’s Guides, readers will also find helpful maps, food and lodging
recommendations, contact information, hours, pricing, and beautiful color photography throughout. Regions
include: • The Mississippi Alluvial Plain • The Arkansas River Valley • The Ozark Mountains
You will want to make this second Minnesota B & B Guild cookbook part of your recipe library. Delve into
especially tasty breakfast and brunch foods as well as distinctly mouth watering entrees.
"Only your heart can lead you to a happy ending." Coco, owner of the Silk Stocking Inn A sinfully sweet treat from
bestselling authors Tess Oliver & Anna Hart. Emmie loves her dream job as head librarian, even if her days are a
little too quiet and her work shoes are a bit too sensible. When she yearns for something slightly more dangerous
and considerably less sensible for her love life, she breaks off with her snobbish bore of a boyfriend and finds
herself inexplicably on the doorstep of the Silk Stocking Inn. When she meets Beck, the massively built, tattooed
biker, who is staying across the hall, Emmie wonders if she's stepped too far out of her sensible life or if she's
found just what she was looking for. Salted Caramel is a sexy standalone romance that's part of the Silk Stocking
Inn series. Approx 30,000 words Intended for readers 18+
Children's Classics Collection
Mocha Latte
The Works of George Chapman
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Texas Off the Beaten Path®
"Every story needs a happy ending." Ginger, a successful engineer by day and steamy romance writer by
night, has everything she could ever want . . . well almost everything. Her own story is missing a
crucial part—the swoon-worthy hero who will lead to happily ever after. In the real world, the world
outside the fantastical Silk Stocking Inn, Ginger never allows men to control her. But once she crosses
the threshold of the magical inn and meets the incredibly handsome and slightly rogue Captain Turner,
Ginger wants nothing more than to be his captive, his plaything. Is Turner the man who will finally
give Ginger that elusive happy ending? Other books in the series (each story is a standalone): Hot &
Handy Built & Badass Rough & Ready Cocky & Captivating Strong & Seductive *previously titles Hot
Buttered Rum*
The English comic novelist R. S. Surtees wrote sporting and satirical masterpieces, shining a light on
the foibles and obsessions of early Victorian England. He created Mr. Jorrocks, one of the great comic
characters of English literature, a Cockney grocer obsessed with fox hunting, whose various
misadventures would go on to influence Dickens’ ‘The Pickwick Papers’. For the first time in publishing
history, this comprehensive eBook presents Surtees’ complete fictional works, with numerous
illustrations, rare texts, informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) *
Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Surtees’ life and works * Concise introductions to the
novels and other texts * All 8 novels, with individual contents tables * Features rare novels appearing
for the first time in digital publishing, including ‘Plain or Ringlets’ and ‘Hillingdon Hall’ * The
unfinished novel ‘Young Tom Hall’s Heart-aches and Horses’ — first time in digital print * Images of
how the books were first published, giving your eReader a taste of the original Victorian texts *
Excellent formatting of the texts * Famous works are fully illustrated with John Leech’s stunning
colour illustrations for the original monthly parts * Surtees’ rare non-fiction, including the seminal
‘The Horseman's Manual’ – available in no other collection * A bonus biography * Scholarly ordering of
texts into chronological order and literary genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse
through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Novels Handley Cross Hillingdon Hall Hawbuck Grange
Mr Sponge’s Sporting Tour Ask Mamma Plain or Ringlets Mr Facey Romford’s Hounds Young Tom Hall’s Heartaches and Horses The Shorter Fiction Jorrocks’ Jaunts and Jollities Mr. Jorrocks The Non-Fiction The
Horseman’s Manual Hints to Railway Travellers Nimrod Fox-Hunting Fox-Hunting in Past and Present Times
Thoughts on Fortune-Hunting The Biography Brief Biography: R. S. Surtees by Thomas Seccombe Please
visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles or to purchase this eBook
as a Parts Edition of individual eBooks
A sexy standalone filled with snow flurries, seduction and an irresistible alpha . . . not to mention
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the incredibly decadent sugarplum cupcakes. (Yes, the recipe is included!) Jen has made her mark in the
tech world, she's created a successful life for herself but she's sorely lacking one important
thing—Passion. Jen's on her way to a weekend work retreat when she finds herself lost and her car
impossibly lodged in a snowbank. When the hulking and breathtakingly handsome forest ranger, Holt,
comes to her rescue Jen is transported to a truly magical winter wonderland where fantasies become
realities. Despite the subzero temperatures outside, the sparks begin to fly within the walls of the
Silk Stocking Inn. Other books in the series (each story is a standalone): Hot & Handy Built & Badass
Rough & Ready Cocky & Captivating *previously titled Sugarplum*
Explorer's Guide Arkansas (2nd Edition) (Explorer's Complete)
The Complete Guide to Bed & Breakfasts, Inns & Guesthouses in the United States, Canada, & Worldwide
Red Velvet
Delphi Complete Works of R. S. Surtees (Illustrated)
Delphi Complete Works of John Buchan (Illustrated)

"Sometimes you've got to look to your past to find your future." Coco, owner of the Silk
Stocking Inn A deliciously sexy cowboy romance from bestselling authors Tess Oliver and Anna
Hart. After a tragic childhood, Rebecca now has everything she needs for happiness, a great job
as producer on a popular kid's show and a loving fiance, Nate, her long time college sweetheart.
But when her relationship takes a bad turn, she once again finds herself trying to cope with
heartbreak and disappointment. When a wrong turn takes her to the door of the Silk Stocking Inn,
Rebecca meets Jackson, a sweet talkin' cowboy with a mesmerizing green gaze and just enough
swagger to warm her heart and . . . a few other places too. Mocha Latte is a sexy standalone
romance that's part of the Silk Stocking Inn series. Approx 30,000 words Intended for readers
18+"
With over two million copies in print, "The Complete Guide to Bed & Breakfasts, Inns & GuestHouses" is truly the premier book of its kind. This indispensable guide from the most recognized
name in the bed-and-breakfast industry is perfect for travelers seeking quaint, cozy, one-of-akind lodgings worldwide.
The Old Inns of Old England
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana: Miscellaneous and lexicographical
Rough & Ready
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